
MEDICAL

It has never been easier
to discover new worlds.
The Promat-concept of MEDICAL.

Design. Production. Logistics.
One stop shopping.

Serial production by Medical

Validating the modelCreating a new design

Truck Pool Medical, Kirchlengern, Germany

MEDICAL MEDICAL GmbH Medizintechnik
Ravensberger Straße 65 · D-32278 Kirchlengern (Deutschland)
Fon (+49)05223/7658-0 · Fax (+49)05223/765833
www.medical-city.de

P ROMAT . D i s c o v e r n ew wo r l d s .

Don’t risk any experiments. Customers coopera-

ting with MEDICAL benefit from our 30 years of

experience in the production of treatment

chairs. From the idea to the finished product.

Developed and produced in the centre of the

German furniture industry. You have special

requirements? - Then please contact us.
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PROMAT.
How perfect can

a patient chair be?

The answer is: as perfect as you would expect

from MEDICAL. And here is our recipe. First of all

take the design. It is well balanced, timeless and

fit for purpose. Then add high quality materials.

The result is a long-term investment that will

definitely retain its value. Your patient will welco-

me the comfortable upholstery, while the thera-

pist will appreciate the ergonomic working posi-

tion with free access from all sides.

The technical interior offers all you need to

enjoy the treatment with a chair of the PROMAT

series. Up to 4 actuators ensure that the chair

can easily be moved to the optimum position.

With its multifunctional armrests, headrest and

leg rests, this chair can be adjusted perfectly to

meet your customer’s individual needs. When

developing this chair, we focused on making it

functional and easy to service.

Sophisticated technology helped us achieve

this ambitious goal – and both you and your

customers will appreciate the result.

With the Promat series you can look forward to a

perfect treatment chair. Produced by a German

manufacturer who has been successful for 30

years.

Tried and tested for decades, the treatment

chairs of the Promat series meet the needs of

customers and patients all over the world. The

products of this range are functional and comfor-

table, reliable and easily maintained.

Take the multipurpose chair Promat MX, for

example. A reliable all-rounder with an excellent

cost-benefit ratio.

Then there is the Promat FX with split leg rests.

The ideal chair for foot and leg treatment.

If you have greater requirements, then the

Promat NG may be your answer. With a safe wor-

king load up to 240 kg, intelligent actuators,

memory and automatic functions as well as a

wide range of accessories this chair leaves

nothing to be desired.

Multi-purpose: various accessories

Tidy: hand control cradle

Practical: foot control

Expandable: Accessories fitting incl. holder

Direct point of access to the electrical
components, by detachable seat.
So service friendly can be a patient chair!

Effortless movable by wheel
facility.
So mobile can be a patient
chair!

Patient chairs tailored to individual
specifications.
So customer-friendly can be a patient
chair!

Picture: Promat NG

Picture: Promat MX

Plastic foam coated arm
rests can be used on both
sides. They are detachable
and support the arms even
when lying face down.
So flexible can be a patient
chair!

Intelligent technology
for quality

and comfort.
PROMAT.

So perfect can be
a patient chair!
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